
 

 

**Split screen** 
 
Interviewer: Welcome back to “The Interview”. Today we have Professor Tsiolkovsky here. 
Its a great honour to speak to you. 
 
Professor: Нет, спасибо за то, что меня 
  “Net, spasibo za to, chto menya" 
 
**single screen** 
 
I: sorry, I don't think the universal translator is working at the moment, is it good now? ok 
thank you. 
 
P: yes, i was just saying, excuse my trumpet here, i have slight hearing problems but yes 
thank you for having me tonight. 
 
*add image of trumpet for reference* 
 
 
I: no its fine, so, tell me about your self? like your history of becoming this great scientist. 
 
P: well i was born on the 17th of september, 1857 in Kaluga Russia and was fifth of eighteen 
children 
 
Image of family 
 
I: wow eighteen. 
 
P: at 10 i contracted scarlet fever which permanently impaired my hearing, but this didn't 
hinder my drive for aeronautics. 
 
at 16 i went to moscow and made an ear trumpet so i could attended lectures at university 
but this was irregular due to the cost and the deafness i had. 
 - at this age i also dreamt about the possibility of space flight through the inspiration 
of Jules Verne’s sci-fi novels “From the Earth to the Moon”. 
 
Book 
 
i developed the ideas of a metal airship that would be lifted by hydrogen gas but i couldn't 
make a model due to the lack of funding.  
i built the first russian wind tunnel to test the aerodynamics of aircrafts 
 
Airship 
 
i then wrote a couple of books explaining the theories i had developed. 
 
I: so whats your opinion on receiving the title as the “Russian Father of Rocketry”? 
 
P: well i don't want to boast about my works but i believe that i was the first to develop these 
ideas. Goddard and Oberth stole my work and claimed as their own 
 
I: no no, there is no evidence what so ever that any of you three knew about each others 
works so that was why all three of you received the title as the “father of rocketry”. 
 
anyways, tell me more about your work. 



 

 

 
P: well in 1896 i researched theoretical problems of space travel such as using rockets in 
space, navigation, heating from air resistance, and maintenance of fuel supply. 
 
Sketches 
 
I've heard that these concepts have shaped the development of rockets and helped foreseen 
major problems in space. 
 
I: indeed it has. 
 
P: in mid may 1897, i discovered the Rocket equation. 
 
Equation 
 
I: i think we can display it on screen. yep. 
 
P: this equation proved that the velocity of a rocket in space depends on the velocity of its 
exhaust and the ratio of the weight of the rocket at lift-off and at burn-out. this later led to the 
concept of multi stage rockets to achieve maximum velocity during takeoff. although this 
equation was useful, this disregarded retarding forces of gravity and drag. 
 
i also found that thrust in space was possibly due to newtons 3rd law, when a force is 
applied, there will be an equal and opposite reaction force, therefore space travel would be 
possible since there is no need for an atmosphere or land to “push” off. 
 
in 1903, i wrote another book called the “Exploration of the World Space with Reaction 
Machines”. in this book i reiterated my equation to include other forces such as drag and 
gravity. i also investigated the thrust output by solid and liquid fuels and concluded that the 
most efficient fuel source was a mixture between liquid hydrogen and liquid oxygen. 
producing the sufficient thrust output needed to achieve liftoff. 
 
I: so when when did you come up with your most well thought out idea of multistage 
rockets? 
 
P: it was only in 1929 when i came up with this idea and initially i called it “stepping”. this 
concept was in an article i wrote called “The Space Rocket Train”. in this article i had a 
rocket with 20 single rocket stages each carrying its own fuel source. each stage would 
disengage when it ran out of fuel. 
 
i then went on and described the effects of weightlessness in space and designed an airlock 
for exiting into space. i also went on and proposed ideas about steering rockets in flight 
using rudders, pumps to drive fuel from storage tanks to the combustion chamber and ideas 
about pressurised suits when astronauts left their spacecraft. 
 
I: wow what an insight into your discovery. For our final question, tell us about your influence 
to your work. 
 
P: well firstly there was Jules Verne’s novels on space travel that i read when i was 16. this 
drove my interest for space travel and also inspired me to write novels and articles 
throughout my life. 
 
my disability really drove me to learn and read and not take for granted my ability to learn. 
my passion of maths and science really helped my development and interest in aeronautics. 
 



 

 

the last huge influence was a philosopher, Nikolai Fedorovitch Fedorov who tutored me in 
the university library everyday for 3 years. he showed me great maths and science books, 
discussing issues with space exploration. 
 
—————————————————————————————————————————
—— 
**split screen** 
 
I: well there you go folks, here is an inside look into the development of the multi stage 
rocket now implemented in modern day rocketry. thank you professor tsiolkovsky for being 
here. well that is all now from me, tune in next week for another episode of “The Interview”. 
 
zoom into (ken burn) the interviewer as he closes. 
 



 

 

• He died on September 19, 1935 from cancer at the age of 78→ he left all his work to the 

‘Bolshevik Party and he Soviet Government’ hoping to obtain a pension for his family. 
 
• He was also among the first to work out the theoretical problems of rocket travel in 

space. 
 
• In the final 18 years of his life, he continued his research with support from the Soviet 

State. His contribution on stratospheric exploration and interplanetary flight played a 
very significant role in contemporary astronautics. 

 
• was only a theorist, he never tested out his ideas, but these ideas inspired many other 

people, later leading to the development of the rockets for the space race. 
 
• Tsiolkovsky’s rocket equation is currently the basis of today’s rockets and 

spacecrafts 
 
 
 
 
interview 
use paper trumpet to imitate deafness 
 

speak russian first → interrupt and say the voice translator isn't on, ok try now. 

 
"The Earth is the cradle of mankind, but mankind cannot stay in the cradle forever.” 
 
"I do not remember how it got into my head to make the first calculations related to rocket. It 
seems to me the first seeds were planted by famous fantaseour, J. Verne.”
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